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PREMIUM VIDEO CONTENT

All the pop culture you could fit in your 
phone screen. E! News: The Rundown is 

your source for all things celebrity!

E! brings a weekly dose of humor around 
WTF are celebs wearing and WHY?!

Sampling of Snapchat’s Top Programming Eligible for Snap Select

Saturday Night Live comes to Snapchat with 
the best skietchand Weekend Update every 

week a new host joins the Show

The best talk, debate, and analysis from 
ESPN's lineup of daytime shows -- First 

Take, Get Up!, High Noon, The Jump, and 
the Dan Le Batard Show with Stugotz. 

Shows are eligible for Snap Select and are not guaranteed. Inventory availability determined by campaign flight, Show publishing cadence and inventory availability 

Ball’ like you never have on Overtime 
Sports’ Hype School, your source for lit clips 

from the freshest faces in the game.

Complex’s hit series Sneaker Shopping 
comes to Snapchat!

You'll laugh, you'll cry, and as always, you'll get 
an uncontrollable urge for violently hot chicken 

wings in this Complex Networks Show

All the highlights, commentary and 
personality from the game changing ESPN 

series – reimagined for Snapchat.

Nick Cannon Presents: MTV’s Wild 'N Out 
delivers lightning-fast improv and head-to-

head battles, helmed by the master of 
ceremonies, Nick Cannon

SNAP SELECT



PREMIUM VIDEO CONTENT

There are NO DAYS OFF when you’re 
training to be the next generation of 

superstar athletes!

Ultimate Soccer Skills Channel! 
F2Freestylers Billy Wingrove & Jeremy 

Lynch present you best match-play 
tutorials, live performances, football 

Pitchfork’s Over/Under prompts artists for their 
take on a random selection topics, begging the 

question: Is it overrated or underrated?

5 Best Friends and a Panda. Sports + 
Comedy as the Dudes entertain with their 

amazing sports trick shots and stunts

Best Of Overtime shows off everything that 
makes Overtime the hot new kid on the 

block. We aren't here to break news. We're 
here to entertain, and we do that with the 

Shows are eligible for Snap Select and are not guaranteed. Inventory availability determined by campaign flight, Show publishing cadence and inventory availability 

Two contestants. One crazy dare. Whoever 
agrees to do it for less money, wins. This is 

"How Low Will You Go?

Vv

Stay Tuned for the biggest stories and the 
latest breaking news from NBC News. 3 Australians filming ripper vids for you to 

watch!

The Arcade Cloud Countdown is an 
essential resource for the latest gaming tips, 

strategies, news, and much, much more!

SNAP SELECT

Sampling of Snapchat’s Top Programming Eligible for Snap Select



Inspiring celebrity stories about overcoming 
hardships and making it to the big time, giving 

advice to live your best life from Cosmo

A mesmerizing series where 
the top names in drag go from 

boy to queen in a matter of 
minutes 

PREMIUM VIDEO CONTENT

We challenge celebrities to try nine new things 
they’ve never done before

Celebrities experiment with ASMR to trigger 
tingles and relaxation

 

Celebrity friends take a break from their trollers 
and read complimentary Tweets to each other 

from some of their biggest internet fans... in the 
most dramatic way possible.

Take a look inside the most chic 
and innovative homes of our time.

ELLE.com Style Director Nikki Ogunnaike is 
trying the Internet’s most-beloved fashion 

brands on for size

Celebrities answer the internet’s most-
searched questions about themselves.

Celebrities go undercover on the Internet and 
respond to real comments from Twitter, Reddit, 

Wikipedia, IMDB, YouTube, and more.

Shows are eligible for Snap Select and are not guaranteed. Inventory availability determined by campaign flight, Show publishing cadence and inventory availability 

SNAP SELECT

Sampling of Snapchat’s Top Programming Eligible for Snap Select



PREMIUM VIDEO CONTENT

Whether you braid, twist, dreadlock, curl, 
straighten, add extensions, or just let your 

natural hair be free, own TF out of it

Beauty Hacks gives you surprising tips and 
tricks to solve your everyday beauty 

problems - fast and fun!

Your weekly source for the wildest style and 
beauty trends this side of the internet.  

SHAKE MY BEAUTY showcases physically 
extraordinary women who are ahead of the 

curve - redefining what beauty means

Celebrities fact check and critique makeup 
tutorials based on their very own looks

Have your preconceptions of pit bulls 
turned upside down and have your mind 

blown by the incredible bond between man 
and beast 

Tastemade’s Show about tiny food 
made in a tiny kitchen.

Eating on the cheap doesn't have to be a 
struggle. We show you how to make delicious 

meals for under $2.

Design ideas for transforming your space in 48 
hours or less.

Shows are eligible for Snap Select and are not guaranteed. Inventory availability determined by campaign flight, Show publishing cadence and inventory availability 

SNAP SELECT

Sampling of Snapchat’s Top Programming Eligible for Snap Select


